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Good Vibrations KS1&2 duration: 30 minutes  
Can sound make things move and how can we tell the difference between a pig and a trumpet with our eyes 

closed? This sonic feast explores the world of vibrations and takes on an adventure through frequency, amplitude 

and wavelength to hear, feel and even see the sounds around us. 

Key Words: 
Sound. Hearing. Music. Energy. Vibration. Loudness. Pitch. Waves. Eardrum. Sound insultation. 

Learning objectives 
That hearing is one of our senses and helps us to be aware, stay safe and communicate 

That our ears enable us to hear sounds and that we also feel vibrations in other parts of our bodies 

How sound can be produces by a variety of sources and that it travels through the air to our ears 

Recognise that sound travels by particles vibrating against one another from the source to our ears 

See how the energy in a sound wave can makes things move by exerting a ‘Push’ force 

Understand that there are some sounds we can’t hear but that other animals can 

Understand that we can represent sounds as a wave image on the screen 

Identify differences in pitch and volume and see how this changes the shape of the wave on the screen 

Understand that we can tell different instruments apart because of their tone (the quality of their sound) 

Follow simple instruction to sing a familiar song together in time and each play an ‘animal instrument’ 

 

Content 
Experience a range of exciting and memorable activities and demonstrations of sound 

Find out about how we feel vibrations using our ears and our skin 

Have opportunities to volunteer and participate in practical demonstration and music-making 

Use sound vibrations to transfer energy and knock a cup off someone’s head 

See sound waves on the big screen and play with difference in volume and pitch 

Observe waves of polystyrene balls made by notes of differences in tone of a note 

Sing and play ‘animal instruments’ together as part of a farmyard orchestra 

 

Curriculum Links: 
Year 4: Sound 

Identify how sounds are made associating some of them with something vibrating 

Recognise that vibrations from sounds travel through a medium to the ear 

Find patterns between the pitch of a sound and the features of the vibrations that produced it 

Find patterns between the volume of a sound and the strength of the vibrations that produced it 

Recognise that sounds get fainter as the distance from the sound source increases 

 

Potential Hazards and accessibility 
Some loud noises. A glass is smashed safely inside a protective case. 

 


